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From Rabbi Holtz' Study
Dear Friends,

In the midst of everything going on I am happy to know that, based on
your

questions,

many

of

you

are

already

thinking

about

the

High

Holydays. Believe me, we’re thinking about them as well!
There are only two things I know for sure: the Holydays
have some major adjusting to do.

will

occur this year, and we will

Everything else is up for discussion.

It’s hard to

imagine that we will be in the building in any significant numbers, and it’s equally
difficult to imagine doing services entirely via Zoom.

Some have suggested that we use

this singular moment in time to completely re-imagine what High Holyday worship could
look like, even if only for this one year.

There is so much to consider, and to help do that

we have three groups tasked with figuring it all out: one for the building at large; one for
Conservative services; and one for Reform services. If you would like to be part of reimagining any of our services for this year, please send me a note at:
rabbi@tba-ny.org.
In order to be certain that our deliberations, as well as the results, are in keeping with
our vision, we are using something called a Jewish Values Matrix.

It’s a way of making

sure that we are doing what is best for all of us. Some of the values we are focusing on
include:
Kehillah

(community)

–

what

makes

any

synagogue

special

is

its

feeling

of

community. Whether in person or on line, our services should reinforce this.
Kedushah (holiness) – whatever services look like, they must provide us with a sense
of holiness.
Simcha (rejoicing) and Hoda’ – always, but especially this year, we want to be able
to express joy.
Nechama

(providing comfort) –

the Holydays are also a time to grieve for the losses

we have suffered, and to offer comfort to one another.

Above all, we are focusing on pikuach nefesh (saving life).
value, and the one at the forefront of our thinking.

This is Judaism’s highest

Everything we do in planning for the

Holydays has to first be seen through the lens of protecting the lives of our congregants.
Some of you have already expressed a worry that the Holydays simply won’t feel like the
Holydays this year.
gotten used to.

I think that you’re right – they won’t feel like the Holydays we have

But they will still be wonderful and meaningful – in some ways perhaps

especially so.

This is far from the first time that the Jewish community has had to make major changes to the most fundamental aspects of
the High Holydays.

The incident below, which was made famous in a story called “The Three Who Ate,” is an example of an

unheard of moment in Jewish history, one which bears some resemblance to our own.

In 1848, the year of the frightful cholera epidemic in Vilna, Rabbi Israel Salanter, after having taken counsel with a number of
physicians, became convinced that in the interest of the health of the community it would be necessary to dispense with
fasting on the Day of Atonement. Many a Rabbi in this large community was inclined to agree with his view, but none of them
could gather courage enough to announce the dispensation publicly….When he saw, however, that none of them would act in
this case, he thought self-assertion to be his highest duty. He affixed announcements in all Synagogues, advising the people
not to fast on the Day of Atonement. Knowing, however, how reluctant they would be to follow his written advice he, on the
Continued on page 3
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Notes of
Cantor Margot E.B. Goldberg
Shalom!
I struggle with what to write in my Bulletin article this month.

There is so much chaos in the world and I

don’t know if I have adequate words to express my feelings or help ease the discomfort so many others also feel.

I realize

it is this discomfort that I am experiencing, that I should share with you.
Sitting with our discomfort isn’t easy but it is also a way back to ourselves, families, and community.

Facing our

discomfort with others, with ourselves and those we live with isn’t easy, but it can make the relationships stronger.
During my congregational address I spoke these words: “This moment in time has been particularly difficult for me and
my family and we have been overwhelmed by your support and caring.

TBA has been my home for 26 years. In other

congregational reports I have discussed meeting Barry and starting our lives together and how grateful I was that you all
instantly accepted him as part of our larger family, Barry and I have expressed our gratitude for this village as you help us
raise Tamir and now I thank you on behalf of my Dad and sister for all that you have done to help us mourn the loss of my
Mom.

Mom loved this community not only because you take such good care of me but because you take such good care

of everyone.”
In this moment, we are all mourning loss.
community, freedoms, and human contact.

We are mourning loved ones, the loss of incomes, privacy, education,

In the heartfelt notes so many of you sent me, you mentioned how difficult it is

not to be physically present for me and my family in the way that I have been there for you in your times of loss. But please
know, I have felt and heard your presence and in my own discomfort, I have felt your comforting embrace. I am grateful.
I am also taking this opportunity to thank you for all your good wishes, deliveries, and donations.

Personal thank you

notes will be written in the weeks to come, but I wanted to make sure you know my family and I received your generosity
and we are very thankful for your support.

L’shalom,
Cantor Margot E. B. Goldberg

Torah Readings
June Torah Readings
June 5-6

Naso II: Numbers 6:1–7:89

June 12-13

B’haalot’cha: Numbers 8:1-12:16

June 19-20

Sh’lach L’cha: Numbers 13:1-15:41

June 26-27

Korach: Numbers 16:1-18:32

CANDLE LIGHTING
JUNE, 2020
FRIDAY, JUNE 5
FRIDAY, JUNE 12

8:10PM

FRIDAY, JUNE 19

8:13PM

FRIDAY, JUNE 26

8:13PM

July Torah Readings

JULY, 2020

July 3-4 Chukat/Balak: Numbers 19:1-25:9

FRIDAY, JULY 3

July 10-11 Pinchas: Numbers 25:10-30:1
July 17-18 Matot/Mas’ei: Numbers 30:2-36:13
July 24-25 D’varim: Deuteronomy 1:1-3:22

8:06PM

8:13PM

FRIDAY, JULY 10

8:10PM

FRIDAY, JULY 17

8:06PM

FRIDAY, JULY 24

8:01PM

FRUDAY, JULY 31

7:54PM

Shabbat Chazon

August Torah Readings
August 1

Va-et’chanan: Deuteronomy 3:23-7:11
Shabbat Nachamu

August 7-8
August 14-15
August 21-22
August 28-19

Eikev: Deuteronomy 7:12-11:25
R’eih: Deuteronomy 11:26-16:17
Shof’tim: Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9
Ki Teitzei: Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19

AUGUST, 2020
FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14

7:45PM
7:36PM

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21

7:26PM

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28

7:15PM
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From Yanira Quinones,
Director of Education
June marks the end of my first year as your Director of Education. The year has brought many moments of joy, laughter
and - needless to say - challenges. Throughout all of what we faced there are two feelings that are consistent for me:
gratitude and resilience.
I have immense gratitude for all of our learners persevering through tough times. I know it was not easy suddenly pivoting
from being in class and physically connected to being connected virtually. However, we were resilient and we were able
to figure it out and make it work.
I have immense gratitude for all our parents persevering having to suddenly deal with children being schooled at home,
job insecurity and so many of the other issues we have all faced these past few months - and having the understanding
that - while this may not be the desired way to learn about Judaism and Hebrew - it is the way we have to do it right
now. And, parents, you were resilient and made sure our learners came online to join us in the afternoons during the week
and on Sunday mornings.
I have immense gratitude for all our educators who have done an amazing job under very tough circumstances. They
persevered, learning new technologies at a moment’s notice and sometimes facing frustration with that technology. And
through it all they made sure your children received an excellent education.
As we conclude this most unique year, I have learned quite a bit during my first year journey. Most significantly, I learned
about resilience. Of course, I knew there would be challenges in my first year as Director.

No one could have predicted

that we would need to move classes to an online platform due to a pandemic. It was truly unprecedented. There were no
classes I could have taken anywhere that discussed what to do in a pandemic. There were no mentors who could have
said, “The last time we were quarantined and had to physically shut down due to a virus we did …”. But we were all more
resilient than we often give ourselves credit for. We can meet any challenge that comes our way and figure out how to
deal with it and never lose sight of our greater goal - to instill Jewish values in all of our everyday lives.
As I think about it, I guess that is what happened during this crisis. Our Jewish values - our focus on tikkun olam - repairing
the world - shined these past few months. Way back in September, at our opening ceremony (which seems like almost a
lifetime ago, when we could physically be together), our theme was to build a better world one mitzvah at a time. I used
graphics of Legos to represent our theme. Each one of us did our part to build that better world through our resilience,
one brick/mitzvah at a time.
In our efforts to keep our community engaged with each other we will be offering some fun pop-up classes throughout
June. Some of the offerings will be a Junior Musar/Middot class, Jews and Comic Book Superheroes and a Jewish folktale
class. Classes will begin Tuesday June 23 and Thursday June 25. Stay tuned for more information.

L’Shalom,
Yanira Quiñones

From Rabbi Holtz's Study Con't.
morning of the Day of Atonement at one of the most solemn moments of the service, ascended the reader’s desk. After
addressing a few sentences to the Congregation in which he commanded them to follow his example, he produced some
cake and wine, pronounced the blessing over them, ate and drank. One can hardly imagine what moral courage and
religious enthusiasm this action of his required from a man like Salanter to whom obedience to the Torah was the highest
duty. Many years later he used to dwell on this episode and thank with great joy his Creator for having found him worthy
to be the instrument of saving so many lives.

Many years from now, I hope that we will be able to look back on this year’s Holydays with a surprising sense of gratitude
and joy. If you’d like to help us plan them, please be in touch.

Peace and blessings,
Rabbi David Holtz
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From Stessa Peers
Director of Youth Engagement
The Bintel Brief or “Bundle of Letters” was the advice column (like Dear Abby!) in the Yiddish
newspaper, the Forverts or the “Forward”.

Bintel Brief letters began appearing in the Forverts in

1906. It was a forum created by editor Abraham Cahan, where readers could share their stories,
ask advice, and even find relatives. Cahan tended to publish letters that he felt could help not just the reader, but the
larger Yiddish speaking Jewish community. The Bintel Brief helped many new Jewish immigrants adapt and understand
American life through a lens they could understand. The “Forward”, which is still a publication but now in an online
format, has recently begun posting new Bintel Brief questions and answers.

Inspired by this resurgence, the 7th graders in our Religious school learned all about Bintel Brief, read many letters, and
then began crafting their own questions in groups. They switched the questions and each group began to think about
how they could answer them!

When Rabbi “met” with both groups of 7th graders, he noticed that the questions both

groups picked were all related. He spoke to them about the Jewish roots of their questions and helped guide them while
they began crafting their responses.

Our 7th graders wrote and chose questions in the spirit of Bintel Brief: what they thought the Jewish community would
most benefit from. It is interesting, as the Rabbi pointed out, that each group chose very similar questions and had
similar answers. At the time of writing (they completed them on May 20, 2020), the questions they chose reflected what
was most important to them and their community during this difficult time.

Please read the questions and answers below, and enjoy the published work of: Ian Eckers, Rebecca
Gosset, Emma O'Donnell, Julia Ostroff, Jordan Platt, Maiya Poritzky, Alex Shapiro, Ella Weiss, Caleigh
Weintraub, Ava White, and Scott Zinman
Dear Editor,
What can I do to make sure my relationships remain as strong as they were before COVID-19?
Signed,
Want to Keep Friendships
Hello Want to Keep Friendships,
We are so happy to hear that you are thinking about ways you can maintain your friendships during this difficult time. Strong
friendships are important! Things you can do to keep in touch are talking on Zoom, FaceTime, or texting your friends. Talk to them
online or by phone, or even 6 feet apart, as long as you are doing it safely! Just because you can't be in the same room, on the
same couch, doesn't mean you can't stay in touch and share. With all of the technology in the world, you can find a way to connect
with others. Also you can make plans to hang out when coronavirus is over.
Signed,
Continued on next page
The Editor(s)
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From Stessa Peers - Director of Youth Engagement - Continued
Dear Editor,
Is it bad to do Tik-Toks* all day if I am bored?
Signed,
TikTok in Quarantine
Dear TikTok in Quarantine,
I think eventually, enough is enough, and all day seems a little much. But if it makes you happy, and you enjoy it a lot, then it would be
ok to do a lot of it; just remember that too much could damage your brain, and eyes, so be careful with how much you use it.
You might think if you enjoy it, and it isn't getting in the way of anything more important, like schoolwork, it's fine. But really, remember
that you should have a variety of things you like to do, that don't involve being on your phone all day. Go outside, take a walk, play a
game of cards, or talk to a friend.
Signed,
The Editor(s)
*Editor’s note: TikTok is a video-sharing social networking service. It is used to create short dance, lip-sync, comedy, and talent videos.
Dear Editor,
I’ve been worried a lot because of everything going on in the world. I want to help! What can I do in this time to help the world?
Signed,
Concerned Citizen
Dear Concerned Citizen,
There are MANY things you can do to help the world. Some things include:
-You can make and donate food
-You can make and donate masks
-You can plant things, in your backyard or in the community
-Adopt or foster a pet
-You can donate or raise money for healthcare workers
-Research what your community needs and reach out!
-Stay home and keep yourself and everyone else safe!
Although you are worried because of what is happening in the world, there is so much you can do to help! You will get through this!
Signed,
The Editor(s)
Dear Worthy Editor,
What do I do if I feel alone?
Signed,
Lonely
Dear Lonely,
You can call your friends, meet up with people 6 feet away (safely). You can FaceTime your friends and check in on them. You can
choose activities you can do on your own, like baking or reading, if no one is available to talk; keep yourself busy! Exercising also helps; it
can take a big chunk of time to do AND endorphins make you happy! You can hold an online sleepover; be alone with your friends! You
can watch movies and hang online. You can plan a virtual activity that you and your friends can do. You can adopt a pet which will give
you comfort, but also help them! You can call a grandparent or someone older who you are not related to, and have a conversation. You
might even become friends which might help them if they are lonely too! Helping others is also a way to help yourself with loneliness! If
you are lonely, remember to reach out to others and not keep your loneliness to
yourself.
Signed,
The Editor(s)
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ADULT EDUCATION

Bible Study with Rabbi Holtz

Wednesdays from 10:00-11:00am and Saturday mornings starting at 10:00am
Join just to listen in, or to add your voice to the conversation. This will take place on Zoom. Links are
sent out each week.

FRIDAY, JULY 10 at 10:00am - My Mother's Son by David Hirshberg
"The story is told by a radio raconteur revisiting his past in post-WWII Boston.... From the opening line of the
book, 'When you're a kid, they don't always tell you the truth.', the stage is set for this riveting coming-of-age
story that plays out against a backdrop of the Korean War, the aftermath of the Holocaust, the polio epidemic,
the relocation of a baseball team, and the shenanigans of politicians and businessmen. Hirshberg deftly
weaves together events, characters, and clues and creates a rich tapestry of betrayal, persecution, death,
loyalty, and unconditional love that resonates with today's America."
Details to follow about how this group will meet.

Although we have been members of TBA for almost 20 years, we were never involved in any
of the Committees the Temple has to offer. However, that all changed recently when the
COVID-19 virus hit. We were contacted by Bernice Rogowitz, the chair of the Member
Services Committee, who was making a TBA Connects call to our home. At the end of the
conversation, we had not only agreed to make calls to fellow members, but had also
enthusiastically accepted her invitation to join the Committee. We were happy to join the
team of Temple members making calls to congregants to check up on their wellbeing, both physically and mentally, and
to see if there was anything we as a community can do to assist them. Even if people were doing well, we found that
everyone appreciated hearing from someone at TBA. It was a help to us as well to know that in some small way we were
able to help people in this difficult time, even if they just simply wanted someone to talk to.
Due to the COVID-19 virus, Temple life as we knew it has changed. It has shown us in a concrete and meaningful way
how we can still be together even though we are practicing social distancing. Although we are separated by that
distance, we, personally, have enjoyed the different events TBA has offered through social media. To name just some,
we have followed some of the Shabbat services that are streamed on Friday evenings, and we enjoyed the live streamed
concert by Glen Roethel. TBA member and psychologist Jill Silverman has held a number of video sessions. In addition,
the Rabbi has held Torah studies. We were surprised to learn that we at TBA have our own private Facebook group in
which fellow members can interact with each other (https://www.facebook.com/groups/TBA.Tarrytown/). Please come
check us out and join the group! These are just some of the activities, but there are others as well, including those geared
toward TBA’s youth, in which parents and, yes, grandparents can join.
We, personally, have communicated with family and friends via Zoom, including celebrating Passover, as we are sure
many of you did as well, and we are now actively thinking about novel ways to bring our TBA community closer through
Zoom. The Member Services Committee is eager to hear everyone’s suggestions on ways we can bring the congregation
together, yet still observe social distancing. We know there are already book groups, but maybe we have members who
would like to lead a discussion on a historical event, share a recipe, have a virtual cocktail party, or anything else that
may come to mind. This is just some “food” for thought!
It’s wonderful to see the support and continued activities that are available to all of us at TBA. As we have reached out
to our affiliated and unaffiliated friends, we would hope and encourage you to do the same to inform them of everything
TBA has to offer. In this way our TBA family can become larger and stronger than ever.
As we are in a new normal and yearning for the norms of the past, there is a new normal at TBA as well. Being a member
now is not just for all of the offerings of the past, it means being there to support one another as well during these
difficult times.
You can reach the Member Services Committee at memberservices@tba-ny.org.
Lori and Mark Cohen, New members of the Member Services Committee
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Congratulations

Temple Beth Abraham 2020 Graduates

High School
Jason Balsan

Hannah Glehan

Noah Bonett

Gillian Gold

Jack Pfeffer

Kimberly Chase

Alexander Golombek

Bryan Rosenberg

Emma Closter

Noah Heller

Rachel Shornick

Ethan Cott

Jenna Herzog

Sophia Slavin

Nicole Newman

Jeremy Fishberger

Shira Holtz

Arianna Stassa

Declan Fullerton

Samantha Livingston

Lexi Weintraub

Lee Gelfand

Kylie Miller

Noah Ziluck

ATTENDING:

Binghamton University, Colgate, University, Cornell University, Duke University, Hamilton

College, Lafayette, College, Lehigh University, Muhlenberg College, Ohio State University, Syracuse University,
Tompkins Cortland Community College, Tulane University, University of Maryland,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, University of Pittsburgh, University of Wisconsin, Vanderbilt University,
Vassar College, Washington, University, St Louis, Westchester Community College, Yale University

College & Post Graduates
Hope Barkley - University of Rochester; BA - Majored in Digital Media Studies
Sarah Barkley - Cornell University; BS - Majored in Human Development
Carly Bernstein - Syracuse University, Whitman School of Management; BS - Majored in Retail Marketing
Amanda Blass - McGill University (Montreal, Canada); Degree in Education; Teach for America, Boston
Jordan Brown Northeastern University; Cum Laude with a degree in Management and Finance
Ian Bruckner - Georgetown Law School; Juris Doctor
Emily Elizabeth Buitekant - Pennsylvania State University; BS in Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Allison Filler - Boston University; Social Impact MBA
Aviva Frank -

Columbia University;

Sara Friedman -

Master’s degree in Sociology

New York University; Master’s degree in Public Health; Majoring in Social Epidemiology

Zachary Freiman - Pomona College; BA in Public Policy and Music
Caleb Gleit -

American University;

BA in Public Relations and Strategic Communication

Joshua Goldberg - Syracuse University; BS in Technology and Communications
Steven Hartog – University of Delaware; BA in Criminal Justice, Minor in Forensics
Leah Lane - Hofstra University; Majored in TV and Media production
Jake Leary - Ithaca College

BA in Creative Writing, with a minor in Media Studies.

Justin Maron- American University, Kogod School of Business; BS in Business Administration
Ariel Milan-Polisar - Hebrew Union College;

Master’s degree in Hebrew Literature (interim milestone 1 year prior to planned ordination)

Benjamin Milan-Polisar - Washington University in St. Louis; BA in Psychology, Minor in Marketing and Drama
Tess Nienaltow - Washington University in St. Louis; BS in PNP (Philosophy, Neuroscience and Psychology)
Amanda Nobel - Pennsylvania State University; BS in Supply Chain and Information Systems
Melissa Pomeranz Benjamin Povman -

Northeastern University; BS in Business Administration
Northwestern University; BA in Economics and Statistics

Drew Schieffelin - California State University – Northridge;

BA in Communications

Nathaniel Schochet - Hobart College; BA in Asian Studies
Jake Scott - Syracuse University; BS; Interested in working in the field of sports marketing, and/or public relations
Zachary Seymour -

Tulane University; BS degree including a major in Management and a coordinated major in Computer Science

Marni Stempler – Binghamton University; BA in Philosophy, Politics and Law
Eva Stimler - University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; BA in Economics
Rachel Weg -

Binghamton University; BS in Cell and Molecular Biology
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TBA Family
The following events reflect the known
sorrows and simchas of
our TBA Family.
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CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In appreciation of
All Cantor Margot did for us during our difficult time, from
Michele Brenner

n honor of

I

Alex Shapiro's Bar Mitzvah and Cantor Margot for her help
in preparing him, from Andrea and Jerry Moskowitz

MAZEL TOV TO:
Saara Gallin on the birth of her great-granddaughter
Bob and Marilyn Harris on the birth of their greatgrandson

SPEEDY RECOVERY TO:
Bob Harris
Kate Livingston
Diane Werner Osborn
Judith Polisar

CONDOLENCES TO:

The marriage of her daughter, Jenna Schneider to Michael
Blaustein, from Elaine Dolgin-Lieberman
Sam Levi's Bar Mitzvah, from Dan & Kelly Levi
Alex Shapiro's Bar Mitzvah, from Ross & Rachelle Shapiro

In loving memory of
Lin Bermas, from Carole Aaronson, Alan Schramm and Ann
Adenbaum, Douglas & Pamela Apple, Marvin Bass, Stanley
& Marcia Bell, Elaine & Roger Bermas, Ruth Biloon, Stephen
& Geraldine Borkan, Barbara Bowker, Ken Branstetter &
Honnie Bermas, Michael & Sheila Buitekant, Rodgin &
Barbara Cohen, Sharon DeLevie and Steven Haber, Martin
Deutsch, Ida Doctor, Carole Eagle, David & Lauren Marcus

Beth Blass on the death of her mother

Eisenberg, Eva Fischer, Richard & Donna Fleming, David

Eileen Sandman

Frank and Bernice Rogowitz, Michael Friedman, Richard &

Barbara Ehrenreich on the death of her father

Judith Frimer, Stephen & Linda Gerstman, Charles & Sue

George Gordon

Groppe, Douglas & Wendy Hart, David & Ina Helfand,

Jonathan Gleit on the death of his mother Joyce Gleit

Stanley & Harryette Helsel, Michael & Barbara Herzog,

Arthur Rosenberg on the death of his father Judge

Donald & Sandra Hirschhorn, Marvin & Joyce Jeshiva,

Gerard Rosenberg

Marvin & Ruda Klein, Robert & Marcia Klein, Stuart & Arlene

Jessica Ross and Anna Weiss on the death of their

Kolbert, Donald Kumka and Jane Silverman, Paul Levy and

father, Stephen Ross, former husband of Liz Ross

Loren Ratner, David & Joan Linden, Maggie & David Lissy,

Kevin Swersey on the death of his mother

Sheldon & Susan Manspeizer, Gail Mendall, Irene &

Rosalie Swersey

Jonathan Metz, Malcolm & Marilyn Miller, Andrea and Jerry

Elliot Topp on the death of his wife Rita Topp

Moskowitz, Stacey & Cory Notrica, Richard & Linda

Andy Wainer on the death of his mother Celia Wainer

Okrasinski, Sergio & Helga Palacios, Lee & Pam Parker,
Richard & Ellen Perman, Craig & Sharai Platt, Mark
& Judith Pomerantz, Barbara Rachlin, Barbara Reich, Jeffrey

Donations
ADULT ED

In loving memory of
Lin Bermas, from Herb & Melissa Baer

BRIDGES CAMPAIGN
In loving memory of
Lin Bermas, from Roy & Bernice Solomon
Lin Bermas, from Miriam Margoshes
Jack Barak, from Barbara Barak and family
Martin Gallin, from Saara Gallin

To celebrate
The Brissim of their grandsons, Harry and Sam Mailman,
from Ellen and Jay Mailman

& Abby Reuben, Arthur & Sheryl Rosenberg, Vivian Savitch,
Peter & Anne Schaeffer, Linda Shulman, Morry & Naomi
Silbiger, Barbara & Ronald Symons, Mariet Van der Heide,
Ira & Harriet Weinbaum, Michael & Deborah Wiskind, James
& Twink Wood, Books@Night Club (Melissa Baer, Sharon
DeLevie, Sharon Kirschner, Miriam Margoshes, Kimberly
Marcus, Jen Povman, Loren Ratner, Victoria Ritter, Bernice
Rogowitz, Liz Ross and Bernie Tolpin, and Bunny Solomon)
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Donations
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ONEG
In loving memory of

CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND (con't.)

Joseph Doctor, from Ida, Barrie and Leah Doctor

PRAYERBOOK FUND
In loving memory of (con't.)

In loving memory of

Ruthie Klein, mother of Rochelle Fenster and Teddie

Linda's mother, Anna Stella Lorenz, from Linda and

Klein, from Marvin & Ruda Klein

Stephen Gerstman and Family

Abraham Klein, father of Marvin Klein, from Marvin &

Sylvia Simon, from Herb & Melissa Baer

Ruda Klein
Arlene's son, Robert Greene and in appreciation for

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND

Cantor Margot's support and assistance, from Stuart

In appreciation of

& Arlene Kolbert
Sylvia Simon, from Stuart & Arlene Kolbert
Joyce Stewart, from Ilene Bergenfeld

CONSERVATIVE KIDDUSH FUND

All those who provided and delivered Seder meals, from
Michael & Marcia Lechner
The healing service on April 29, from Mitchell Bard &
Ronna Horwitz-Bard

In loving memory of

In honor of

Rosalie Swersey, mother of Kevin Swersey, from

Alex Shapiro's Bar Mitzvah and Rabbi's help under such

Richard & Diane Lane

extraordinary circumstances, from Andrea and Jerry
Moskowitz

ENDOWMENT FUND
n loving memory of

I

Her son, Irwin Thuor, from Carole Thuor

FRAN FRIEDMAN FUND FOR THE
ENRICHMENT OF CHILDREN
In loving memory of
Fran, from Michael Friedman

To celebrate
The birth of Saara Gallin's great granddaughter,
Liliana Jafee, from Rodgin & Barbara Cohen

HANNAH T. LEVY FUND

Alex Shapiro's Bar Mitzvah, from Ross & Rachelle Shapiro
Adam and Leah Rosenberg's wedding and all he did to
facilitate the ceremony, from Ida Doctor

In loving memory of
Deanna Salman, from Stephen & Linda Gerstman
Gerard Rosenberg, from Arthur & Sheryl Rosenberg
Sam Levi's Bar Mitzvah, from Dan & Kelly Levi
Dorothy Kimmel, mother of Ruda and Marvin Klein, from
Marvin & Ruda Klein
Roslyn Dyller, mother of Deanna Marks, from Marvin &
Ruda Klein
Irving Klein, father of Rochelle Fenster and Teddi Klein and
uncle of Marvin Klein,
from Marvin & Ruda Klein

In honor of

Our son, Robert Greene, from Stuart & Arlene Kolbert

Sam Levi's Bar Mitzvah, from Herb & Melissa Baer

Eileen Sandman, mother of Beth Blass, from Stewart
Sandman

LIBRARY FUND

Joyce Stewart, from Ilene Bergenfeld

In loving memory of

Jacqueline Ecker, mother of Marci Allen, from Linda

Jackie Ecker, from Stanley & Marcia Bell

Shulman
Ronnie Riefberg, from Phyllis Riefberg
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TEMPLE FUND (con't.)
In loving memory of

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
In loving memory of
Beatrice Block Iaconetti, from Herb & Melissa Baer

TEMPLE FUND

Rosalie Swersey, from Saara Gallin
Robert Greene, son of Arlene Kolbert, from Saara Gallin
Stephen Ross, father of Jessica Ross and Anna Weiss, from
Saara Gallin
Mel's mother Anne Savitch, from Vivian Savitch
Mel's father Nathan Savitch from Vivian Savitch

In honor of

Her beloved mother, Dasha Lifton, from Vivian Savitch

Ina Helfand, from Sharon Kirschner

Her beloved father, Leon Lifton, from Vivian Savitch

Wendy and Neil Bruckner and Family, from Neil & Elisa

Andrew Stockman, brother of Jane Rubin, from Vivian

Rosenberg

Savitch
Robert Greene, the son of Arlene Kolbert, from Vivian

In loving memory of

Savitch

Stephen Ross, from Andrea and Jerry Moskowitz

Her father, Sam Hirsch, from Pamela Drassinower

Robert Greene, son of Arlene and Stuart Kolbert, from

Lin Bermas, from Sharon Kirschner

Anna Colombo

Billie Epstein, from Susan Bannon

Irving Cohen, from Harry & Linda Lubell

Bertha Bank, from Roger Bank and Harris Bank

Hilda Glat, from Jay & Eleanor Glat

Jacqueline Ecker, wife of Arnie Ecker and mother of Marci

Marty Goldfarb, from Robert & Marcia Klein

Allen and family, from Toni & Alan Hoffman

Toby Kleinman, from Max Kleinman
Elsie Hyman, from Leonard & Judith Hyman

To wish a speedy recovery to

Stephen Ross, from Lloyd & Rhoda Hirsch

Michael Karnes, from Linda Shulman

Nathan Miller and Dorothy Raisner, from Malcolm &
Marilyn Miller

TIKKUN OLAM

Samuel Riker, from Martin & Carol Riker

In loving memory of

Nettie Singerman, from Martin & Geri Singerman

Robert Greene, son of Arlene Kolbert, from Herb & Melissa

Sarah Yorkowitz, from Martin & Geri Singerman

Baer

Abraham Cohen, from Marvin & Joyce Jeshiva

Our son, Robert Greene, from Stuart & Arlene Kolbert

Jane Rubin's brother, Andrew Stockman, from Marvin

Eileen Sandman, from Herb & Melissa Baer

& Joyce Jeshiva
Benjamin Kleister, from Morry & Naomi Silbiger
Emil Silbiger, from Morry & Naomi Silbiger
Max Braun, from Norman & Janet Braun

YELLOW CANDLE
n honor of

I

Odety Kounyo, from Kevin & Karen Brown

Anna Schorr, from Richard & Donna Fleming
Esther Soson, from Richard & Donna Fleming
Max Berkowitz, from Richard & Linda Okrasinski

YOUTH GROUP FUND

Mildred and Leonard Greenberg, from Robert &

In honor of

Marion Zinman

The Bar Mitzvah of Alex Shapiro, from Richard & Harriet

Lin Bermas, from Steve & Roberta Rothkin

Ford

Jane Rubin's brother, Andrew Stockman, from Stuart &
Arlene Kolbert
Robert Jacobson, from Audrey Jacobson
Henry Grubel, from Eva Fischer
Abe Egelman, from Jacqueline Egelman
Joseph Egelman, from Jacqueline Egelman
Murray Frankel, from Myra Frankel
Her mother, Regina Davis, from Myra Frankel
Tillie Kleinman, from Phyllis Simpson
Lin Bermas, from Rochelle Kessler
Paul Rothenberg, from Rochelle Kessler
Miriam Rothenberg, from Rochelle Kessler
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IT’S NOT TOO LATE YET!
The Chari-Tea closes June 30, 2020
Click here to donate online

Every dollar supports TBA’s continued ability to serve our community.
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It's time to order Honey
for the High Holydays!

Click here for link to order online.
Click here for the Q&A Honey Helpline
Click here for an order form

